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Abstract 
Consider a semimartingale whose drift and jump characteristic depend on an unknown 
parameter. The process is observed up to some stopping time t/. We establish conditions which 
ensure that the resulting statistical model admits locally a quadratic approximation of the 
log-likelihood process with asymptotics as t/--, o~. This provides an important step in the 
solution of the inference problem for the unknown parameter based on random stopping. 
Keywords: Semimartingale models; Random observation periods; Locally quadratic likelihood 
1. Introduction 
Let (Po: ~9 ~ O), 69 c ~k, be a family of probability measures on (f2,~, )  equipped 
with a filtration F = (~t)t/> o. Assume that F is generated by a process X = (Xt)t/> 0 
such that under each Po, X is a semimartingale whose drift and jump characteristic 
depend on the parameter ,9. Further, let (0t) be an increasing net of F-stopping times 
with t~, --. ~ as t ~ ~.  Then the model ~,~, = ( f2 ,~O, , (P#]~:  ,9 ~ O)) corresponds to 
the observation of X up to time ~,. We are interested in quadratic aproximations of
the log-likelihood process such that 8,~, is locally asymptotically quadratic (LAQ), 
locally asymptotically mixed normal (LAMN) or locally asymptotically normal 
(LAN) as t ~ ~.  These properties provide an importnt step in the solution of the 
inference problem for the unknown parameter ,9 based on random observation 
periods. 
The LAQ, LAMN or LAN property based on random stopping has been investi- 
gated by Akritas et al. (1984) and Basu and Bhattacharya (1988) for processes in 
discrete time, by Florens-Zmirou (1988) for recurrent diffusion processes and special 
stopping times, by H6pfner (1992) for Markov step processes and by Greenwood and 
Wefelmeyer (1993). Related work is contained in Le Cam (1979). 
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In the present paper we will assume that the process X is quasi-left-continuous and 
that the stopping time 4, can be embedded into a suitable ~:-random time change 
~h = Oh(S))s >10, i.e. ~t = r/,(1). In Section 3 we establish conditions which ensure that 
~0, is LAQ as t --* oo. Section 4 contains two examples which illustrate the results. 
2. Preliminaries 
Let the observed process X = (Xt) t >10 be a cadlag I~a-valued process defined on 
some measurable space (f2, ~-) starting at Xo = x. Let ~: = (o~)t/> 0denote the right- 
continuous filtration generated by X and assume ~ = ¢r(Xt: t/> 0). We consider 
a statistical model (O,~,(P0:~9 e O)), O c R k open, such that for every oq e O, X is 
a P0-semimartingale with predictable characteristics (B(~9), C, v(~9)) relative to some 
fixed truncation function h : Nd ~ Re. Here B(~9) denotes the drift characteristic, C is 
the predictable quadratic haracteristic (X¢(~9)) of the continuous (local) martingale 
part X¢(~9) of X under Po, and v(~9) is the compensator f the random measure # on 
~+ x ~d associated with the jumps of X by 
#= ~ e(t, AX,)I{Ax,#o} 
t >~O 
with AX, = X, - X,_, AXo = 0. In the sequel we assume that (t2,o~,(P~: ~9 e O)) is 
locally homogeneous with respect o ~: and v(& {t} x Nd) = 0 for every ~9 e O, t t> 0. 
The latter assumption is fulfilled for nearly all interesting continuous time processes. 
For the background on semimartingales the reader is referred to Jacod and 
Shiryaev (1987). 
Let ~(k denote the set of symmetric nonnegative definite k x k matrices and M k the 
Borel a-algebra of R k. The transpose of a matrix A is A T and I AI denotes its Euclidean 
norm. Vectors are column vectors. Let ~' denote the predictable a-algebra on t2 x N + 
with respect o ~:. Choose an increasing, continuous, adapted process F with Fo = 0 
and a predictable ~¢/a-valued process c such that 
Ct = f l  cs dFs. 
By Girsanov's theorem, there exist for every & ~ e 0 a ~ ® Md-measurable function 
Y(& ~): f2 x ~+ x 1~ d --. (0, oo) and a predictable ~d-valued process fl(o a, z) satisfying 
P~-a.s. 
flf '(Y(~9,z)-l)hldv(~9)<oo, 
f i  lcsfls(& z)ldFs < ~, f i  lc~/2 fls(& Z)[2 dFs < ~ foreveryt~>O, 
(2.1) 
v(r, dt, dx) = Y(&t,x)v(~9,dt, x) 
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(cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, III.3.24). Then, under the assumption that Po-local 
martingales have the integral representation property relative to X one gets P0-a.s. 
~o ~ (Y(& ~.)1/2 - -  1)2 dv(~9) < ~ for every t/> 0 and the following representation f the 
log-likelihood process Lt(&z) = logdP~/dPol~, with respect o D:: 
fl L,(&z) = fls(dg, r)X dX~(~9) -~ IcJ/2fl,(~9,z)12df, 
+f l f (Y ( ,9 ,  z ) - l )d ( la -V(O) )  
fl f(log Y(,9, z ) -  Y(& z)+ 1)d~u (2.2) + 
(cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, III.5.22). 
Let 67 = (ff~)t/> 0 be an arbitrary filtration in (t2,,~). 
Definition 2.1. The net of models (t2,f#t,(Po[f#t: o a e O)) is said to be LAQ at ,9 E O as 
t ~ oQ if there exist regular k x k matrices 6t with fit --' 0 and 67-adapted processes 
(St)t >>. o and (Gt)t >1o with values in ~k and j /k,  respectively, such that 
log dPo + ~,~, I 1 W 
de s f#t = u~S, - -~ ut Gtut + Op~(1) (2.3) 
for every eventually bounded net (u~) in ~k, 
L#(S,, G, I Po) ~ '  (S, G), (2.4) 
where G is positive definite with positive probability, 
Eexp(uVS-½uXGu)  = 1 for every u ~ ~k. (2.5) 
LAMN is obtained if 5a(S,G) - -  ~.~(G1/2Z, G) with L~'(Z) = N(0,Ik) and Z inde- 
pendent of G and LAN if, in addition, G is nonrandom. Under (2.3) and (2.4), 
condition (2.5) is equivalent o the mutual contiguity of the nets (Po If#t) and 
(Ps + a,u If#t), u ~ Ek. In the LAMN case, condition (2.5) is automatically satisfied. 
A functional version of LAQ is as follows. For t > 0, let 67 t = (f~)s t> 0 be a filtration 
on (f2, ~).  
Definition 2.2. The net of filtered models (~2, ~ ,  67', (Pg: ,9 ~ O)) is said to be function- 
ally LAQ at ,9 6 @ as t -o ~ if there exist regular k x k matrices 6t with 6t --* 0 and 
67t-adapted cadlag processes S t and G t with values in ~k and .A/k, respectively, such 
that 
dPo+6,u, f¢t -- ~u, Gsut] = Opt ( l )  (2.6) log dP~ s -  [utV St~ 1 T t 
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locally uniformly in s, for every eventually bounded net (ur) in ~k, 
~(Sr, GrIpo ) ~, (M, (M})  (2.7) 
(weak convergence in D([~+,~k× ~k×k) equipped with the Skorokhod topology), 
where M is a continuous local martingale on some filtered space (t2', ~ ' ,  U z', Qo) with 
Mo = 0 and Qo((M)~ is positive definite) > 0, 
EQoeXp(uTM~ - ½uT(M)~u) ---- 1 for every s i-> 0, u ~ ~k. (2.8) 
The functional LAMN case is obtained if ~ := tr((M)~: s >~ 0) = o~.  Then M has 
~-condi t ional ly  independent and ~-condi t ional ly  Gaussian increments (cf. Jacod 
and Shiryaev, 1987, Section II.6.6). The functional LAN case occurs if (M)  is 
deterministic. Then M is a Gaussian martingale. In the functional LAMN case, 
condition (2.8) is automatically satisfied. 
3. LAQ condition under random stopping 
For t > 0, let qr = (qr(S))s >! o be a finite F-random time change, i.e. rh(s) is a ~- 
stopping time which is P0-a.s. finite for every s/> 0, ,9 e 6} and s w+ qt(s) is increasing 
and right continuous. We intend to use the observation scheme qr(1), so assume that 
t w-~ q,(1) is increasing. Observation of the process X up to time qr(1) corresponds to 
the model 
~.,(,) = (o,~,(1) . (p~ I ~,(~): o ~ 6})). 
Note that (1:'o: ,9 ~ O) is locally homogeneous with respect o the right-continuous 
filtrations (~,,(s))s/> 0 and 
1 dP~ og ~ [ ffn,(s) = Ln,(s)(,9, r)
(cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, III.3.4). 
For ~9 ~ 6}, regular k x k matrices fir with fir -'" 0 and S c ~ + with 1 ~ S we impose 
the usual conditions but now with the deterministic time t replaced by qr(s). 
(A.1) There exists a UZ-predictable process/~ =/~(oa) with values in the set of all k × d 
t matrices uch that ~o [/~c~/~][ dF~ < oo P0-a.s. for every t ~> 0 and 
fS '(s) [c,X/z(fl,(g, + 6rut) - = op~(1) as t ~ oo fl~ fru,)12 dF,. 
for every s ~ S and every eventually bounded net (ut) in R ~. 
(A.2) There exists a ~ ® Md-measurable function I ~ = Y(,9): f2 x ~+ x ~n __} ~k such 
that ~r o ~ I ¢]/dv(~9) < oo Po-a.s. for every t ~> 0 and 
f~'(s) f(Y(,9, g+6rUr) i /2- I  - ½u:6: I?)2 dr(,9) = Op,(1) (3.1) 
for every s ~ S and every eventually bounded net (ur) in ~k. 
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(A.3) Jo~"'l't~" 167 YI z I{I,V¢I >4dv(~9)=°P , (1 ) f ° revery  seS ,~>O"  
Define a Rk-valued P0-1ocal square integrable martingale (with respect o ~:) by 
L,(O) = f£ a (O)dX:(O) + fl f f (O)d(, - v(O)). (3.2) 
Then Lo(~9) = 0 and its predictable quadratic haracteristic is given by 
l,(O):= <L(O)>t= fl + fl f f(O)f(O)" dv(O). (3.3) 
The process (L,.(l)(~9))~/> 0 plays the role of the score function and (I,.(11(~9))t/> 0 plays 
the role of the Fisher information process at 0 in the filtered model (f2. o~. (o~.(i)) t/> 0. 
(P~: 0 ~ o)). 
Theorem 3.1. Let the triplet (~9,(6t),(qt)) satisfy (A.1)-(A.3) and also 
trace(6VI,,tsl(~9)6t) = Op0(1 ) as t ~ ~ for every s e S. 
Then 
sup IL,,(~)(~9, ~9 + 6,ut) - Eu,~,37 L,,¢~(o) - luT  6tT l,,ts)(O)6tUt][ = Opo(1) 
s<~a 
as t ~ do for every eventually bounded net (ut) in ~k, a ~ S. 
(3.4) 
Proof. The proof of Theorem 3.1 and Remarks 1 and 2 of Luschgy (1992) together 
with the replacement of t by fit(s) give the assertion. [] 
Employing suitable limit theorems besides the CLT for martingales (e.g. 
Jacubowski et al., 1989; Kurtz and Protter, 1991) one can ensure LAQ for g,,In. For 
t > 0, consider the ~k-valued process 
M~(O) = 6J L~,~s)(o). (3.5) 
Then M'(O)  is a P0-1ocal square integrable martingale satisfying M~)(~9)= 0 with 
respect to the filtration (~,,c~t)s/> 0 provided L(~9) is ~h-continuous, i.e. L(~9) is constant 
on every interval [q t (s -  ), t/t(s)] (qt(0-) = 0). The predictable quadratic haracteristic 
and the predictable characteristics (Bt(~9),Ct(9),vt(~9)) of Mt(~9) relative to h are 
given by 
(Mt(~9))s = fitTI,,is)(~9)ft, 
f2f S f 1AdV'(~9 ) ----- 1A(~TI?(~9))dv(~9), A E:~,~ k,
(3.6) 
iF; B~(~9) -- [h(6T~'(~9))-- fTy(~9)]dv(~9),  
f2 l'(s) C[ = fit fi,(~9)c, fi,(~9)T dF,6,. 
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This follows from results in Jacod (1979, Chapter X). Under suitable assumptions on 
M'(`9), ~,,01 satisfies LAQ (LAMN, LAN) at ,9 with localization rate 8, and (S,, G,) = 
(M[(`9), (M~(`9))t) and also, the net of filtered models 
~"' = (f2,~,~,(~n,(~))~ > o,(Ps: ` 9 e O)) 
is functionally LAQ (LAMN, LAN) at ` 9 with rate 8, and (S', G t) = (Mr(`9), (Mr(`9))) 
as  t --~ ~.  
Next we consider models which admit a quadratic approximation when X is 
observed up to a deterministic time. For t > 0, let at : E + ~ ~ + be continuous and 
strictly increasing to infinity with at(0) = 0. at serves as a deterministic time change. 
Note that af  ~ (rh(1)) is a (°-J,,(s))s >, 0-stopping time. Furthermore, let g :~ + ---, g~ + be 
continuous and strictly increasing to infinity, g serves as a further time change. 
Typically, if the model satisfies LAQ at ` 9 based on the observation period [0, t] with 
real rate St, say, and at(s) = a(sa-~(t))  with a defined to be the inverse of t ~ 1/8~, 
then we can conclude LAQ based on the observation period [0, ads)] for every s with 
the same rate 8, independent of s (and quite often even functional LAQ) and the 
function g can be used to obtain LAQ with any required rate based on the observation 
period [0, ag(t)(s)]. Of course, one could incorporate g into at. 
Proposition 3.2. Let the triplet (`9, (6t),(at)) satisfy (A.1)-(A.3) with S = g~+ (and with ~h 
replaced by at). Let ~ c ~+ and assume 
-1  
ag(t)(~h(S)) = Op~(1) as t ~ oo for every s e S. (3.7) 
Then the triplet (`9, (fig(t)), (rh ) ) satisfies (A.1)-(A.3) with S = S (and the same processes 
fl, ~'). I f  in addition (`9,(8,),(at)) satisfies (3.4) with S = ~+, then 
T T " 1 T T 
sup IL,,(s)(`9, `9 + 6gtt)ut) - [u, 8o(t)Lrl,(s)( `9 ) -- -~u, 8a(t)Ll,(s)( `9)Sg(t)ut] [ = Oes(1) 
s<~a 
for every eventually bounded net (ut) in R k, a ~ 'S. 
Remark 1. It is quite often enough to consider deterministic time changes of the type 
at(s) = a(sa-  l(t)), where a: ~÷ ---, E+ is continuous, and strictly increasing to infinity 
with a(0) = 0. Then (3.7) takes the form 
- ' (~ , (s ) )  
a_ l (g( t ) )  = Op~(1) 
and in the special case a(s) = s one obtains 
rl,(s) 
g(t) = Opt(l) as t-~ oo. 
Proof of Proposition 3.2. Let a e S. For t > 0, consider the increasing process 
Vts = I s Ic)/2 (flr( O, ` 9 + 6,u a l(t)) - ]~Tfi, ug-~(o)l 2 dFr. 
.J o 
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Given ~,e' > O, take b > 0 such that Pa(th(a)) > (rg(t)(b)) <~ ~' for t large enough. Then 
p ivg(t) p ~,,,q(O at ~,(,) > e) ~< atv,,(,) > e,~h(a) <<. ag(t)(b)) + e' 
g( t ) .  
<<. Pa(V~,,,)(~t > e) + for t large enough. 
V o(t) By assumption, Va,(s ) t  = Opo(1)  and hence ~,(,,(s) = Ops(1) as t --* ~ for every s ~> 0. 
Thus, ('9, (6o(t)), (th)) satisfies (A. 1) with S = S. The proof concerning (A.2) and (A. 3 ) is 
analogous. If ('9,(fi,),(a~)) satisfies (3.4) with S = R+, then by Theorem 3.1 
T T " 1 T T 
RI = L~(& '9 + 6tug ',1) - lug ~(o~, L,('9) - ~u~-,(~16, L( '9)~,u o ~(~)] 
satisfies SUps .< a,Ir)[R++[ = Opg(1) and hence 
sup IRa(t)[ = op~(1) for every r ~> 0. 
s ~< ~rgm(r) 
This implies 
Po sup ]",,Is) > ~ ~< Pa sup I,,~,(s) > e, th(a) ~< ao(t)(b) + e' 
s<~a s<~a 
~< Po(  sup [Rsg(t)[> e) We' for t large enough. 
s <~ %(,~(b) 
This proves the second assertion. [] 
Now we consider stopping times which are based on the (non-normalized) Fisher 
information process in case k = 1, that is O c N. The process X is observed until the 
Fisher information or some process equivalent to it exceeds a prescribed level and 
asymptotic is for level --+ oo. The asymptotic properties of the corresponding model 
have been studied by many authors in particular cases. Note that the Fisher informa- 
tion process I('9) is continuous for every ,9 since/2('9) is quasi-left-continuous in view 
of our assumption v('9, {t} x Nd) = 0 (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, 1.4.2 and II.1.19). 
Let A be an increasing, cadlag, Ur-adapted (real-valued) process with Ao = 0 such 
that At ~ oo P<a.s. for every z ~ O. Then t/defined by 
q(t) = inf{s >/0: As > t} (3.8) 
is a finite I:-random time change. Let rh(S) = q(st). 
(A.4) It('9)/At ~ a('9) Po-a.s. for some constant a(,9) e (0, oc). 
Proposition 3.3. Let the triplet ('9, (t- 1/2), (t/t)) satisfy (A. 1)-(A.3) with S = { 1 } and with 
r 1 defined by (3.8). Assume (A.4) and 
t- l(AA)n(t ) = Op~(1) as t -~ oo. (3.9) 
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Assume further that L(  ` 9) is q-continuous. Then the net 8,tit) satisfies LAN at ,9 with rate 
t-1/2, asymptotic variance G = a(`9) and 
(St, G,) = (t- a/2 Lq(t)(`9), t -  l lq(t)(`9)). (3.10) 
Proof. We have t <~ An(t ) <~ t + (AA),(t), hence t-~A,(t)--. 1 in Po-probability by (3.9). 
Consequently by (A.4), I?(t)(`9)/t = [I?(t)(`9)/Aq(t)] [A~to/t] ~ a(`9) in Po-probability. 
Now the assertion follows from Theorem 3.1 and the CLT for martingales (cf. Liptser 
and Shiryaev, 1989, Theorem 4, p. 435). 
For the following consequence which is a kind of asymptotic Dubins-Schwarz- 
Dambis theorem in our statistical setting let cr~ be a deterministic time change such 
that t ~ cry(s) increases to infinity for every s and let t ~ 1/62 be continuous and 
strictly increasing to infinity. For t > 0, define a Pa-local square integrable martingale 
Nt(`9) with respect o (~,(~))s/> o by 
N~( `9 ) = 6~ L~,(~)(,9). (3.11) 
Corollary 1. Let (,9, (6t), (at)) satisfy (A. 1)-(A.3) with S = ~ +. Assume (A.4) and 
~( (Nt (`9) ) lpo)  2 D (weak convergence in D(~+,~)), (3.12) 
where D is a continuous process strictly increasing to infinity with Do = O. Assume 
further that f~( `9) is r/-continuous. Then the conclusion of Proposition 3.3 holds. 
Proof. By (A.4) and (3.12), the finite-dimensional distributions of the increasing 
process 62 A~,t.) converge to the finite-dimensional distributions of a(`9)- lD, hence 
62A,,I.) 2 a(`9)-~D under P0 as t--) ~ (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, VI.3.37). Let 
g denote the inverse function of t ~ 1/62. Then 
6~(t)A%,,,(.) = t-lA%,,,(.) ~,  a(`9)-lD. 
Since inf{r/> 0: t - l  A%,,,ir) > s} -1 = %(t)(r/t(s)), this yields 
trgit )(r/t(')) , (inf{r i> 0: a(`9)- lD, > s})s >/0 
(cf. Whitt, 1980). Since the limiting first passage time is continuous, one obtains in 
particular convergence of the one-dimensional distributions. Thus by Proposition 3.2, 
the triplet (`9,(t-1/2),(rh)) satisfies (A.1)-(A.3) with S = ~+. Furthermore, 
t- 1 AA~g,)ts ) = Op~(1) locally uniformly in s 
(cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 1987, VI.2.4), hence (3.9). The assertion follows from Proposi- 
tion 3.3. (We even obtain functional LAN at ,9 and the limiting martingale M is 
a Brownian motion with (M)~ = a(`9)s.) [] 
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Remark 2. If a(0)-  1 I(0) does not depend on 0 and we choose A = a(0)-  aI(0), then 
/2(0) is q-continuous (cf. Stricker, 1982). 
4. Examples 
The following examples may serve as an illustration. 
Example 4.1. Let X denote the coordinate process on f2 = C([R+, ~2). Under Po, 
0 E O = E2 let X satisfy the stochastic differential equation 
dXt = -01Xtdt  + 02AXtdt + dWt(0), Xo = 0, (4.1) 
where 
 (01 10) 
and W(O) is a two-dimensional standard Wiener process. Then 
Lt(0, z) = (r _ 0)T ( -SoX]dWs(O)  ~1 i=fl 
Sto(_Xz.s ,Xl ,s)dWs(O)}-~lz  - 0 IXsl2 ds 
: (~ - o )~L , (o )  - ½( r  - 0)~, (o ) f~ - 0) 
t with It(O) = I, = ~o IX~l 2ds times the 2 × 2 unit matrix J2. (Po: 0~ ~z) is a curved 
exponential family with respect o F. 
In case 01 > 0, d °~' is functionally LAN with real rate fit = t ~/2 and deterministic 
time change at(s) = st. In case 01 < 0, d ~" is functionally LAMN with fit = e O't and 
a(s) = log(1 + s), at(s) = log(1 + s(e t - 1)) (cf. Remark 1), and in case 01 -- 0, ~ '  is 
functionally LAQ with fit = t t, at(s) = st. This follows from Luschgy (1992, 1994). 
For suitable ~-random time changes rh one can conclude that ~,,111 satisfies LAQ. For 
instance, in case 01 > 0, we have 
1 
62I~,l~)~D,:=~1sJ2 Po-a.s. for every s t>0. 
If qt(1)/g(t)~ 7 in Po-probability for some ~+-valued random variable 7 which is 
positive with positive probability, then ¢q~,tl) satisfies LAMN at 0 with localization 
rate g(t) 1/2 and 
1 
G = D~, = ~ "tJ2. 
This follows from the functional stable CLT for martingales (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 
1987, VIII.5.42). 
Further consider 
, ( t )= in f{s>~O: f f lX~12dr>t} .  
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This defines a finite 0:-random time change. Hence 
L,(tt( `9, z) = (z - `9)T/~(t)(`9 ) --½ IV-  `912t 
and by Knight's theorem, (/~,lIt)(`9))t/>0 is a two-dimensional standard Brownian 
motion under Po. Thus for every t, 8,(t) is a Gaussian shift experiment, in particular, 
LAN is satisfied with rate t-,/2 at every `9. For the expected stopping time we have 
E~q(t) <~ [`9x[t + 2x/t + x/(l`9,[ 2 + 4[`9,1)t 2 + 5t 
and in the "explosive" case `91 < 0 even 
holds. This can be shown similarly as in Liptser and Shiryaev (1978, Theorem 17.7). 
Example 4.2. Let X denote the coordinate process on f2 = D(~+, •). Under Ps, 
,9 ~ O = ~ × 02, O2 c I~, let X satisfy the equation 
dX, = -`9 ,X,  dt + dVt(`9,), Xo = 0, (4.2) 
where V (,91) is a L6vy process with L~vy characteristics (b(`92), c, L(`92 )) relative to the 
truncation function h. Assume for simplicity c= 1 and b(z2)-b(`92)= 
S (f(`92, z2) - 1)h dL(`92) for every `92, z2 e 02, where f(`92, %) = dL(z2)/dL(`92). As- 
sume also EoV,(`9~)~ 0 for every `9. The basic regularity condition on the L6vy 
measures L(`92) is as follows: 
(L(`92): ,92 ~ O2) is homogeneous and L2-differentiable, i.e. 
f(f(`92,r2) /2 - -  1)2 dL(`92) < and there exists f(`92) ~ L2(L(`92)) such that (3O 
f [ f ( `92 ,  `92 + z) '/2 --  1 - -1z f ( `92) ' ]2  dL(`92) ~ o(z  2) as z--~ 0 and 
f f(`92) dL(`92) > 0. (4.3) 
Then (Po: ` 9 e O) is locally homogeneous with respect o 0:, 
; i  1 fl L,($, z) = (`9, - Zl) X,_ dX~(`9) - ~(`9, - z2) 2 X~Zds 
+flf(f(`92,,2)-1)d(,-v(`9)) 
(cf. Sorensen, 1991), and triplets (& (fit), (rh)) with ~, = diag(61.,, 62.,) satisfy (A.1)-(A.3) 
with ])~(`9) = ( -X~_,  0) T and I;'(,9) = (0,f(`92)) T provided 
2 
62.tqt(S ) = Ops(1 ) as t-* oo, s e S. (4.4) 
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In particular, 
dXC, , 
It(oa)=diag(f]Xs2ds, tff(oa2)2dL(oa2)), 
where v(oa, dt, dx) = dt ® L(oa2)(dx). 
Consider the finite ~:-random time changes 
rl(t)=inf{s>~O:f~X~dr>t}, rh(S)=rl(st ).
Assume ~x2dL(oa2)<~ for every oa2 and let 61,t=t -1/2. If oal >0,  choose 
b2. t = t -1 /2 .  Then 
t 1 X~ dr --, a(oa)s for every s >/0 Ps-a.s. 
by the ergodic theorem, where 
(E0 VI(Oal)) 2 Var0 VI(Oal) 
a(oa) = oa~ + 2oal 
This implies t t th(S) ~ s/a(oa) Po-a.s., hence 
~,I~,~s,(oa)~, = (~tdiag(st, tl,(s) f f(oa2)2 dL(oa2))(~, 
~diag(s,a(oa)-lff(oa2)2dL(oa2)s)=:DsPo-a.s. f reverys>~O. 
Then by Theorem 3.1 and the functional CLT for martingales (cf. Jacod and Shiryaev, 
1987, VIII.3.22), 8"' is functionally LAN at every oa with oat > 0 and the limiting 
martingale M is a two-dimensional Brownian motion with (M)s = Ds. 
If oat = 0, let t~2, t = t 1/6. From the SLLN for L6vy processes follows Po-a.s. 
f l  t 1/3 
t t X2dr---)½(EoVl(oat))2s 3 foreverys~>0. 
Hence 
t- t/3 th(s) ---) (3(Eo Vt (oal))- 2s)1/3 Po-a.s., 
so 8 "' is functionally LAN with 
(M)~=diag(s,(3(EoVl(oal))-2)l/3ff(oa2)ZdL(oaz)sa/3). 
where at = a(st) 
O't l(/~t(S)) ~ s/U 
hence 
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In case o01 < 0, choose 62,  = (log(1 + t))-1/2. Since 
e2O~t f l  Xs2 ds ~ U Po-a.s., 
where U is a random variable with U > 0 a.s. (cf. Luschgy, 1992), one obtains 
f~ 
,(s) 
t- 1 X 2 dr ~ Us for every s >~ O, Po-a.s., 
and a denotes the inverse function of t ~ e -2° ' t -  1. Hence 
Po-a.s. This implies -2Oa lq , (s ) - log(1  +t)-,log(s/U) Po-a.s., 
1 
(log(1 + t)) lrh(s) ~ - - -  Po-a.s. 
201 
Consequently, ¢~, is functionally LAN with 
(M)s = diag(s, -~  f f(~92)2 dL(,92)). 
The expectation of r/(t) satisfies Eo q(t) = O(t) with constants depending on [~91 I, 
lEo V1(~91)] and Var9 V1(~91). 
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